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It is a complicated world!
Making subject choices, college choices or career choices is not easy. There
are many options. Also, LO teachers in school my not always be familiar with
options outside their own frame of reference.
Making the right decision at the right time requires guidance that is:
● Objective
● Fair
● Based on real-world experience

How we work
We are experienced educationalists who have had many years of dealing with
learners who have little information about what they want to study and where they
should study to reach their career aspirations.
You need to ask some critical questions… to identify what really makes you excited about your life!
Your assessment takes 3 hours and includes interviews, educational tasks,
interactive responses as well as an electronic interest assessment. We will
establish the following:
● your learning style
● your motivational triggers
● your social & behavioural interactions
● your personality profile
● your interests and hobbies
● your strong and weak subjects at school… and reasons why.
● subject and mark requirements for Tertiary acceptance
● opportunities to visit appropriate work environments
After the assessment we will compile a confidential, detailed written report which
will be shared with you and your parents/sponsors. This feedback session will take
approximately 1 hour, at a time suitable to all parties.
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We understand
Making choices is never easy. We undertake to listen to you and to help you discover how to match your interests to a great career.
As experienced educators we know that anyone can make mistakes. Despite that,
we understand that all of us learn from our mistakes. Mistakes are not failures.
More often than not, mistakes guides us to success because we learn from our
mistakes.
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Study Skills
Why study hard when you can study smart?
● Learn to master complicated material in small, coherent sections
● Learn techniques to memorise facts
● Learn techniques to state things in your own words
● Learn to organise your thoughts
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Life Skills
School, college and ‘varsity do not prepare you for the harsh realities of
life in the workplace.
● Learn to plan your life
● Learn to work with money
● Learn how to prepare for a post-school qualification
● Learn how to become work ready
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Contact Us
All assessments take place at the Growth Institute training facility @ 16 Fir Drive,
Northcliff (off Pendoring Rd) near Cresta Centre.
GPS:-26.1344386; 27.965866
Should you require any further information call Robin on 065 8253138
www.growthinstitute.co.za
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